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Chapter I 

flTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 

The trends in the teaching of biology in high school, 

though not greatly different from the trends of science 

teaching in general, nevertheless present teculiar and sig- 

nificant characteristics. This study endeavors not only to 

show the trends from 1889 to 1935, but also to reveal that 

there has been, and is constant change in the teaching of 

high school biology. 

SCOPE AND LIYIT4TIONs OF THE STUDY 

In this study the trends in the teaching of general 

biology in high school are traced. tiny discussion dealing 

with the more formal courses of botany or zoology has been 

omitted, since the teaching of these subjects requires a 

more specialized grouping of alms, course of study content, 

and teaching method than can be taken into consideration in 

this study. 

As teaching often connotes method of instruction only, 

it might be well at this time to point out that in this 

study aims, objectives, and course of study content are 

also included as a part of teaching. 

Inherent in this type of research are certain limita- 
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tions of which the followiìig may be noted: 

1. In determining the trend in aims, objectives, and meth- 

ods of teaching high school biology the writer was 11m- 

ited to scattered published msterial covering the ap- 

proximate chronological range of this Estudy. 

2. In analyzing the trend in course of study content a comp- 

aratively small number of high school textbooks (15) was 

used as the basis. ¿ standardized text for one locality 

may be relegated to the reference shelf In another part 

of the country. This was taken Into consideration, and 

the texts selected were as representative as possible. 

3. In making the number of pages devoted to a topic the 

basis of comparison, the writer may be questioned since 

no two authors at any one date agree as to the amount of 

emphasis a topic should be given. 

PROCEDURE 

This study, which attempts to show the trends in aims, 

course of study content, and methods in biology teaching 

is based on data and information obtained in the following 

two ways. 

1. !n determining the trends in aims, objectives, and methods 

of biology teaching a survey was made of periodical lit- 

erature and the prefaces of high school biology textbooks. 

The time from 1900 to 1935 was arbitrarily divided into 

four periods: 1900-1910, 1910-1920, 1920-1930, and 
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1930-1935. AnalyzIng the material In this way denotes 

a gradual cyrstallizEt.Ion of what we rìo recognize as 

alms, objectives, and methods of the present day biol- 

ogy course. 

2. To ascertain the course of study content. fifteen standard 

high school textbooks in biology, covering more than 

forty years (189-1933) were analyzed. A master summary 

chart was constructed on which the results of the ana- 

lysis were recorded (see chart I appendix). By arrang- 

ing on the left topics chosen for the basis of comparison 

and at the top the names of books used, it was possible 

to list, the number of pages on each topic so as to show 

(after converting these Into percentages), the trends in 

the course of study content and space emphasis. 

PREVIOUS STUDIES IN TNE SAlIE OR SIMILAR FIELDS 

A wealth of educational literature has been published 

which reflects the trend toward thedevelopment of experi- 

mental projects and also studies on the various other as- 

pects of science teaching.. A number of these which per- 

tined to biology were found helpful in formulating plans 

for this invetiation. These studies, whicbare reviewed 

here because of their close relation to the present research 

nroblem, will be classified and discussed under the follow- 

Ing headings: (1) tudies on the Aims and Objectives of 

High School Biology, (2) Studies on the Teaching Methods of 
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High choo1 Biolopy, and (3) Studies on the Content of High 

$chool Biology. 

STUDIES ON TFE AIMS OF HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOY 

A *Reusser, w. C., The Status of General Biology in 

High Schools of the North Central 

ta te s 

Pieusser gives a represnntative picture of the aims and 

subect matter empasis in biology iii 1922. His study shows 

the lack of standardization in topic emphasis, and the div- 

ision of opinion as to the aims of biology teaching. In his 

study Hausser attempted to determine: (i) the more impor- 

tant aims governing the course in general biology, and (2) 

the units and divisions of subject matter which should re- 

ceive greatest emphasis. 

He sent a questionnaire to 337 schools in 10 states of 

the North Central Association in the spring of 1922. The 

teschei-a of general biology were asked to rank eight aims of 

general biology in the order of their importance. From the 

facts which he gained from his study, Reusser concluded that 

the two most important aims were: 

1. To broaden the pupil's knowledge of his own body through 
the study of the structure and function of other animals 
and plants. 

2. To make the pur 'il a good citizen through his knowledge of 
goo(1 fod, rrood helat.h and good 1ivng habits. 

SòhboiScien ce arid qat1einatîcs Móh;: l92 Vol:.XXIII, 
pp. 258-261. 
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The three alms next in importance td of nearly equal value 

according to the replies were: 

3. To train pupils to meke accurate observations. 
4. To train pupils to think clearly and to form logical con- 

clusions based on facts. 
5. To develop interest in the plant and animal life of the 

environment.. 

The results of this questionnarie suggest that the method of 

laboratory procedure more commonly used than any other was 

that ir which the teacher gave directions, either In oral 

or written form, from material previously selected from 

various sources. From this same study, Reusser also con- 

c].uded that the most important phases of subject rrtter, 

which were practically equal in value, according to the 

teachers' replies were: 

1. structure and function of organisms. 
2. interrelation between organisms and groups of organisms 
3. adaptations of organisms to environment 
4. man's ability to control the habits and relationships of 

plants and animals to serve his own ends 

y.e found, too, that human biology was considered the most 

important division by 70 per cent of these teachers; that 

42 per cent would treat general biology as plant, animal, 

and human biology separately; and that 59 per cent would 

treat the divisions as an interrelated whole. 

-Doctor's Dissertation. Biolo inSecondary Schools and 
the Prainlng of Biology Teachers:Contributlons to Educa- 
ttn, o. l9 Nw York Teers College, Columbia 
iJniversity, 1926. 



B *Flnley, Cbr1es, 1i111am, Bio1ogic1 Sciences in the 

High School 

This study, which attempts to determine the significant 

historical changes with respect to aims governing the teach- 

ing of the biological sciences--botany, zoology, physiology, 

snd general biolog--in the secondary schools of the United 

States, was based upon an analysis of the prevaces and con- 

thnts of 45 textbooks and laboratory manuals of subject mat- 

ter, textbook monographs, pamphlets, and articles on the 

methodology of the biological sciences published during the 

period from 1870 to 1926. 

Finley found that there was a growing practice of corn- 

bining botany, zoology, and phiisio1oy in an introductory 

course in biology. His study also indicated that biology 

courses had been and were of two tyjs. In one, each of 

the three sciences was treated as a separate cart of fthe 

year's program, in the other, topics or problems such as 

Food or "Life Proeesses" ws chosen and the subject mat- 

ter of the sciences was groupd around these. His general 

conclusions were: (1) that accompanying the reduction of 

time and emphasis on anatomy and classification in biologi- 

cal instruction there has been a like reduction of time and 

emphasis on individual laboratory work, (2) that the prac- 

tical, ecological, economic, and human welfare aspects of 

-WTeachers College Hecord, Aprfl, 1926, Vol. XXVII, pp. 701-6 
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biology do not lend t1-iense1ves so well to laboratory work s 

did the anatomical, rnorpiologica1, and microscopical work, 

(3) th8t changing religious conceptions have reduced attempts 

to lead the pupil to a realization of Deity through a study 

of the works of nature, and (4) that the aim of biology 

teaching i our secondary schools has changed from"biology 

for the sake of biology to "biology in relation to human 

welfare . 

Finleyts study is more closely related to the present 

one than any of the others reviewed. Be shows the historical 

changes with respect to aims govening the teaching of the 

biological sciences. However, he considers general biology 

only as a minor outrowth of the biological sciences; where- 

as the present study would attempt to recognize general biol- 

ogy as an individual science with the ability to grow and 

adapt Itself to present day education. 

C *Holt, Vest.a, Status of Biolo in Secondary Schools 

2! Oregon 

Holt summarizes the results obtained from a question- 

naire sent out to 200 schools by a class In the teaching of 

biology at the University of Oregon du1ng the winter sesslo;, 

1925. This class endeavored to determine the status of 

biology In the secondary schools of Oregon. 

*School Science and Mathematics, XXVII, February, 1927, 
nr. 121-128. 



From the results of this questionnaire it was evident 

that the attitude of the teacher toward the sub iect she 

taught could be gained by ascertaining the type of course 

she gave, the aims she chose, and the methods she used. 

The teachers replying listed the following alms for a high 

school biology course. (They stand in the order of their 

importance as judged by these same high school teachers.) 

1. health instruction 
2. informational 
3. training ins clentif lo thinking 
4. mona training 
5. sex education 
6. preparation for later work (medielne,etc.) 
7. cultural 
8. vocational - 

9. aesthetic 
10. high school requirement 

STUDIES ON THE TEOD OF BIOLOGY TEACHING 

A *Coopnider, J. L., Teacher Versus Student Demonstra- 

tions In High School Biology 

Coopnider in 1926 endeavored to secure objective data 

gearing upon the relative effectiveness of demonstrations 

by the student and the teacher. Eighteen laboratory exer- 

cises suitable for the demonstration method were chosen; one 

half were demonstrated to two classes by the teacher and the 

other half were demonstrated by pupils to these same to 

classes. The process was reversed to ch eck the results; the 

*School Science and atThmatics, February, 1926, Vol. XXVi, 
n 147-156. 



teacher demonstrated to the classes formerly demonstrated to 

by the pupils and vice versa. Different classes were used 

to make a double check on their results. 

From his study, Cooprider concluded that the average 

percentage score of the pupils was on the whole slightly 

better with the teacher demonstration, although when the 

demonstration was carried on by one of the better students 

there was not a noticeable difference in the student scores 

B *Baird, Don, C., A Study of Biology Note-Book Work in 

New York State 

Baird, through an analysis of representative biology 

note-books, arrived at an estimation of the contribution of 

biology note-books of the secondary schools of New York 

State toward a realization of the biological and general 

objectives in education. His study pointed out that: 

1. Most of the work on flowers, alcohol, Influence of to'bac- 

co on the human body, study of' buds, and conservation of 

forests Is essay or copied material. 

2. Nearly four times as much time is devoted to plants as 

animals. 

3. The study of chemistry and foods equals one fourth of 

the total number of' units. 

4. Laboratory health work is 15 per cent less than textbook 

*Teachers College Record, April, 1930. Vol. XXXI, .682-4. 
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m teMéter ial. 

5. SocIal hygiene is avoided. 

e. No suggested tráining for the worthy use of leisure is 

mentioned. 

7. Emphasis is on the non-analytical approach to subject 

matter. 

. Accuracy and proportion of drawings is doubtful--the 

labeling is correct. 

There is lack of originality in drawing. 

10. According to teachers, the chief objective of notebooks is 

to enable the student to meet college entrance equire- 

ment s 

STUDIES ON THE CONTETT OF HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY 

A *Richards, Oscar, ., The Present Content of Biology 

Secondary Schools 

Richards in 1922 made a study based upon an analysis ôf 

textbooks to determine what was an average course" In biol- 

ogy. Facts revealed by his study relate to (i) the general 

analysis of the books, (2) the average biology course, 

(3) the contribution of each book to the average', and (4) 

the number of cities using each textbook. Of particular in- 

terest in BichErdts study is his arrangement of the followg 
topics in "about the order and importance that is given to 

them in the average high school course in the L nited States. 

*School Science and 1athemat.ic, ;'&y, l92. Vol. XXIIl,p.4- 
44. 
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1. Vertebrate anárnais, fisb, birds, mammals, frogs, etc. 
2. Insects, various orders 
3. Forms of lower plaints, Algae, Fungi, ferns, mosses 
4. Imorovement of environment, breeding, wblic health 
5. Foods and dietetics,, alcohol and drugs 
6. Health and disease 
r7 seeds and seedlings 
8. Respirationand excretion 
9. ClassificatIon 

lo. Nervous system and sense organs 
11. Structure and work of stem 
12. Wetazoa In general; division of labor 
13. Molluscs 
14. Plants in relation to human welfare 
15. Flowers nd tbeir work 
16. Blood and circulation 
17. Digestion and absorption 
18. Surroundings and evnironment 
19. Roots and their work 
20. Functions and structures of living things 
21. Interrelations of plants and animals 
22. Worms and their adaptation to their life 
23. Leaves and their work 
24. Forests and their protëction 
5. Evolution 

26. Protozoa--Paramoeclum and Amoeba 
27. Great men and the history of biology 
29. Growth, development, chemical cycle, sex, etc. 
29. Introductiops. what is and why study biology? 
30. Parasitism 
31. Fruite and their work 
32. Man in general 
3. Higher mental processes--habits, Instinct, et.c. 
34. Fuman machine. 

The principal contribution made by this study is the 

organization of topics In the order of their importance as 

treated In the "average textbook. This list was found 

helpful in determinïng the classification for the present 

study. 

B *Hunter, George, William, The Report of the Couunite 

on a One-Year Fundamental 

Course of Biological Science 
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Hunter, chairman of a committee which was appointed in 

1921 to construct a one-year fundamental course in biology, 

reports that, after a careful analysis of biology textbooks, 

a list of 98 topics which was agreed upon as being funda- 

mental in a biology c-urse was sent to biology teachers who 

were asked to check the tòpics discussed and to stete the 

sugect in which they were studied, (whether botany, 

zoology, physiology, etc.). The committee found that: (1) 

over 90 per cent of the schools gave 84 out of the 98 topics 

listed, (2) only three topics, which fell considerably be- 

low the others, were omitted from more than 3 per cent of 

the schools, (3) only two topics were given by all, The 

Cell as a Unit; and "Flowers in Relation to Po1linat1on. 

This study also emphasized the lack of standardization 

in the high school biology course. 

C *Persing, Ellis, C., Report of the Committee on Reorg- 

anization of the Biological Sci- 

ences, Appointed the Cleve1nd 

Bthlogy Teachers Cub 

As a part of their problem this committee in 1924 under- 

took to mkke an outline for a course of s tudy in biology 

the tenth grade level. Outlines were prepared and then 

tried out in one or more of the Cleveland high schools be- 

fore they sere adopted by the club. They suggested a 

*School SnEind Mth., March, 1924 ,V'T XXi-V, pp. 24l- 



tentative outline for a course in high 

the main captions as follows: 

1. There is a fundamental resemblance 

animals. 

2. There la an inter-relationship of p 

3. The work of higher green plants has 

13 

school biology with 

between plants and 

lents and animals. 

led to a different- 

iation of parts, a division of labor among cells. 

4. The green plants are the foundation of the world's food 

supply. 

5. The oxygen cycle, carbon cycle, and nitrogen cycle in 

connection with plant and animal welfare. 

6. The problem of food-getting has led to special adaptai 

tions among plants and animals. 

'7. The food questions among plants and animals relate them 

closely to man. 

8. The assimilation of food has led to a differentition df 

plants or a division of iboramong animal cells. 

9. There is a continuity of life, whether plant or animal. 

io. Life shows progress--the present may be interpreted in 

terms of the past. 

il. Man may control the production of forms end has within 

his power, race improvement both plants and animals." 

The outline above was considered by the Cleveland 

Biology Club a good example of the general content of most 

chool Sie and Ìvlattìematics, arch71924,Vol XXIV,pn 4T 
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any standard course of study. 

D *Presson, Joh, M., Achievement Tests in Biology for 

Secondary School Use Based upon 

an Analysis of the Content of 

the Subject 

Presson (1930) unde1thook to determine the relative im- 

portance of subect-matter tonics of high school biology as 
revealed by an analysis of: (1) textbooks, (2) teachers 

final examinations questions, (3) College Entrance Examin- 

ation Board Questions, (4) examination questions of the 

Board of Regents for te State of New York, (5) courses of 

study of state departments of education, and (6) courses 

of study of public secondary schools. His analysis indi- 

cated that. the content of biology in the public second- 

ary schools was arranged in the separate biological 

sciences, namely: plant biology, animal biology, and 

hum biology. He found that among the tonics receiving 

the greatest emphasis In these sources were: health, 

plant physiology, insects, life processes of animals, 

foods, and seeds. According to his study some of the 

topics scarcely treated at all were: plant breedin g, con- 

servation of plants, molluscs, reptiles, simple mete7oa, 

worms, stimulants, narcotics, and drugs. The data 

*DoctorTs Dissertation. Philadlrtia: U. of Penn., 1930. 
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indicated general agreement in the amount of emEhasis that 
the four sources 1aced uron most of the torios of biology. 
The study outlined briefly the course of study content from 

the various sources named. Presson concluded that- sources 
other than textbooks emrhasize some topics to the excIision 
of others. He also stated that the biology textbook would 

appear to be the most representative index to the course dT 

study content. 

The investigations reviewed in this chapter and others 
which were read, but cannot, be included because of their 
indirect bearing uron the writer's research, contributed 
much to the study. of these several 
inoìires give evidence that i vestigations similar to the 

writer's have been carried on and that. much of interest ax 

of help to the biology teacher has been determined. 
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THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMT 0F BIOLOGY 

A study of the trends in teaching biology would not 

be complete without Sorne reference to the history of Mol- 

ogy and an explanation of its introduction into the high 

school as a curriculum subject. This chapter will there- 

fore treat the history of biology, first, as a Science 

and, second, as a high school subject. 

HISTORY 0F BIOLOGY AS A SCIENCE 

Over 2,000 yers ago the foundations of scientific 

study were laid by Aristotle and Tbeophrastus. They reach- 

ed. by collecting, dissecting, classifying, 
and pondering, which have but recntly been given a fact- 
ual basis. From the time of the Greeks until abo ut the 

fifteenth century the truth in the additions to the body of 

knowledge was obscured by amalgamated fact and fancy. 

Biology, after it had gained content, clearness, and 

individuality, was thrown off as a relatively independent 

body of fact from a "nebulous natural historytt. Lamarek 

and Trevirans early in the nineteenth century attained a 

vision of theunity of botany and zoology in the term Mol- 

ogy. Biology, however, is more than a unlon of botany and 

zoology under one name; it endeavors in addition to desorib- 
ing plant and animal characteristics to unfold general 
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principles underlying both. The b1o1oist studi.es living 

thinE--what they are, what they cto, ana- how they d.o it. 

Biology may be approached from two orimary points of 

view, the morphological, which centeï interest in form 

arid. structure of 1ivin things, and. the physiological, 

hich concentrates attention uon the functins performed.. 

HISTORY OF BIOLOGY AS A HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT 

In tracing the history of biology as a high school subject 

we will consider it from the standpoint Of its iritroduct- 

ion into the high school, the effect increased enrollment 

has had. On it, its allocation in the tenth grade, its ad- 

Vance in Americn 1aucation, ana. finally, as a subject in 

the high schools or Chicago. 

According to the 1928 eductional survey, biology,.:as 

a subject in te high school, ws introduced about 1900; 

although biennial reports of the office of education show 

it repreèented as e'-rly as 1890 in some states. Botany 

and zoology were combined as one study about the beginning 

of the twentieth century. imi1arity in teaching proced- 

ures, and duplication and extra expense in laboratory work 

were of considerable influence in producing the combination 

of instruction in these two courses. pecia1ization is i 

left now to the instituti3ns of higher learning. 

The rapid increase in high school enrollment has 

noticeably augmented the number of pupils in biology 
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clasEes. Also, the fact that many are now registering for 

biolopy who formerly registered for botany and zoclogy 

assigns more students to biology c1aseS. 

An educational survey in 1908 shows bIology iirmly es- 

tablished in the tenth grade as shown by the chart below. 

Grades Number of Percent of 
Biology courses students 

7 3. 

5 2 .77 
9 75 28.00 

10 190 67.60 
11 7 2.70 

i .8 

. More girls than boys seem to register for general 
science and biology: boys 37,622--girls 44,28. 

It has apeared most profitable to offer this material 
in the tenth yecr, since the pupils at this age level are 

confronted with many questions both about life in general 

and themselves in carticular which makes the presentation 

of the fundamental truther of biology very appropriate at 
this time. 

The advances -«hich biology has made in America during 

the last twenty-five yers have be:n not only in the science 

itself and in its exonomic phases, but also In the field of 

eduction. From being an occslonal study, it has become 

in our best schools a constant element in the curriculum. 

Instead of the superficial examination of the external 

?tructures of flowers and animal it has come toj. be based 
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uon careful observation an experiment. 

s a laboratory study biology was introduced into the 

high schools of Chicago in the ye9r 1892, the ye9.r before 

the World's fair. In the Chicago high schools the course 

consisted of lectures on a series, in evolutionary order, 

of types of ania1s and plants representing, the most im- 

portant groups. Exhaustive laboratory work accompanied 

the lectures, but little attention Was given to relative 

forms of animals or plants. Tables were arranged for four 

students with drawers for tools and notes. Sjnk with run- 

ning water, large lead-lined aquaria, compound microscopes 

of Leitz make, microtomes, and. wax bottom dissecting pans 

were available. There was no textbook; Mr. Boyer of the 

En1ewood High School wrote out the lessons, aiimeograpbed 

them, and supplied each teacher with a copy. The teacher 

in turn made copies for the rupils. 

The course began with the crayfish, as being larger 

and easier fo,r young pupils with no experience to handle, 

or their first laboratory study. After a month or two with 

crustaceae and insects the work went back to the ameoba and 

started the labortory series of' anijial types. The same 

process was repested with plants, beginning with pleurococ- 

cus. Because there were no dealers handling live biological 

materials, material preserved in alcohol was used for form- 

aldehyde and other preservatives had not yet come into use. 
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Chapter III 

AN ANALYSIE OF THE IOLOGY COURSE FRO1 1900-1935 

Up to the present, the vriter has dealt with studies 

of a nature similar to that of the present investigation, 

and with the historical development of biology as a science 

and as a high school subject. The results of a survey of' 

periodic,1 literature and textbook prefaces made to deter- 

mine the trends in the aims and method of' teaching biology, 

and an analysis of' 15 high school textbooks to determine 

the trends in the biology course of study content, form 

the basis of this chapter. 

TRENDS IN THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 0F HIH SCHOOL BIOLOGY 

Educational theory an philosophy are changing contin- 

ously to adapt educationaipractice to the needs of the 

peole. It is onl natural that the teaching of biology 

based upon educational theory and philosophy would also 
change. A disoussion of' the findings on aims and object- 

ives is arranged in arbitrary decades--l900-l0, 1910-20, 

1920-30, 1930-35--to show the progression toward what we 
now consider the goal of biology teaching. 

1900-1910 

The objective of biology teaching, as it existed in 

courses of botany, zoology, and physiology, was primarily 
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an 8cqulsltlon of knowledge of the structure and Thnctlon 

of various organisms. It course in biology was subject mat- 

ter to be taught rather than a series of activities throu 

which students could become familiar with the principles of 

livirg and their application. To illustrate this point of 

view, Dodge (3) claims that it was customary to furnish 

training for the student which would fit him for investiga- 

tion. It was believed that the fourfold objective of lab- 

oratory work would be to teach the student to (1) observe 

correctly, (2) distinguish essential from non-essential f 

facts, (3) draw proper conclusions from the facts observed, 

4nd : (4) to express in writing and drawings the results 

obtained. Bayer's manual (2), one of the first euer pub- 

lished for the study of elementary biology, attemDted to 

meet the demand of those tthigh schools and preparatory in- 

stitutions which desired to combine the subjects of zoology 

and botany into a continuous oneyear study, and make lab'- 

atory work the basis", It was Boyer's aim to arrange a 

series of studies in such a way that they would give the 

puni, t}rough his own observations, a knowledge of the 

leading characteristics of the chief branches of animal 

and plant life. The laboratory work consisted almost en- 

tirely of morphology, and involved comparatively little 

actual dissection; hence the course was more truly one in 

animal and plant morphology than biology in the broader 

sense 
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In Parker's book (22), published in 1901, the four 

nrinclples of teaching biology were (i) to farnilarize the 

student not so much with the facts ¿s with the ideas of 

science, (2) to study these d.deas of science in connec- 

tion with concrete t.ypes of animals and plants, (3) to 

choose types which illustrated without unnecessary compli- 

cation the particular grade f organization they intended 

to typify, and (4) to eliminate exceptional eases from an 

elementary course. 

1910-1920 

In the decade 1910-1920, the teacher endeavored to 

have the pupil grasp the idea of gradual evolutionary de- 

velopment. The mere absorption of knowledge became only 

a secondary aim in the teaching of biologyl Hunter (12) - 

cognized first-year biology as a science founded upon cer- 

tsP underlying and basic princinles. He stated thathese 

nrincirles underlie not only biology, tmt also orgenized 

society". He maintained that, the principles which held to- 

gether such a course would be chiefly physiological since 

the culmination of such a st.udy could be a better under- 

standing of men, and the functions of all living things as 

theysre related t.o men. 

Calkins (4), in his Bio1ogy" (1914), emphasized "cel- 

lular activities, especially the importance of enzymes in 

metabolism and deve1opmentt. His general theme involves a 
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deveolpment of animai differentiation for the performance oof 

protoplasm. By means of this procedure he endeavored to 

make clear to the pupil the fundamental principles of evol- 

utionary development which wou 1 prepare him for a study 

of the origin and perpetuation of variations, and the modern 

nrinciples of hereditvI 

According to Twiss (28) (1917) pupil should be assist - 

ed in looking for resemblances and differences in plant and 

animal life, should aprrec5at.e the economy of c1assificaton, 

and should get a broad notion of the evolutionarr process. 

As broader aims of a biology course Twiss mentions (1) g1v- 

ng the pupils information of such biological facts and p 

principies as are most directly and obviously related to 

human welfare end to right living, (2) giving the pupils 

training in methods of gaining for themselves information 

in this fe1d of knowledge, (3) giving pup'1s an opportunity 

to get ari elementary grasp on a few of the great biological 

principles, and nthods of organizing biological knowledge, 

and (4) arousing in them an abiding interest in plants and 

animals, for the sake of the pleasure and intellectual pro- 

fit and culture that such an interest offers for the em- 

ploinent of leisure out of doors. 

1920-1930 

The idea of evolutionary development broadened out ir 

to a desire tc have an iiterest in all nature. During this 
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decade 1920-1930, Atwood (i) (1922) states tit civic and 

economie biology are the stDdy of tbe life of the earth In 

re1t1on to man and his Institutions. He does not ob- 

ject to studying the aestl:etic aspects of biology but I 

convinced that the phases to emphasize in hIgh school 

courses are the practical ones. Biologically, as well as 

physically, the environment of mari has been greatly changed 

during the past century. We are living in a new age, and t 

those who have the best understanding of it are in a posi- 

tion to get the most profit and pleasure out of it, and to 

be of the greatest service to their fellows. Furthermore, 

he says that civic progress required cooperative effort In 

a community, and cooperation without knowledge Is ImposslUe. 

Linville (18) (1923) outlines the purpose of biology 

briefly as the formulating of ideas about animals, plants, 

and man. He maintains that. through biology we might be 

able to work out the biological princp1es and processes 

In relation to the manifold activities in which man en- 

gages. According to him we can quite fittingly be con- 

cerned with the question of man's origin, his background, 

his environment, and his destiny, all of which are within 

the realm of biology. 

Brownell and iade (3) in their book on science teach- 

Ing (1925) state that biology is being taught more for its 
educational values than as fragments of courses in the 

biological sciences. Ther observe that teachers of biology 
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"scientific way of thinking and irvestigatiorì, and that 

there is effort directed, toward establishing a mental at- 

titude characteristic of nsture students. 

In the 1927 course of study in biology for the Portia-i d 

public schools the aims staed are that the study of biology 

should (1) awaken an interest in animals and plants, (2) 

strengthen the sympath of each pupil for the struggle 

which every living thing ust make for the propagation and 

rrotection of its kind, (3) give ti-i.e pupil a convinction of 

man's responsibility to plants and animals, and (4) should 

teach the natural functions and behaviors of living things 

and their interrelations. 

1930-1935 

Scientific thinking takes a leading place in the aims 

of biology teachng during the final period of this survey. 

There is a decided attemt to make the study of biology 

more dynamic. 

Walter (29) discusses the aims in biology teaching as 

çajnin control of nature, learning a body of organized 

facts about living things, and acquiring facility in the 

method of scientific thinking. 

Isenbarger (16), in expressing his views on the teac1 

Ing of biology, states that biology should be studied in 

brder to provide a background of knowledge uran which to 
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base civic and economic applications, that it should be a 

alive study of life", and that an attempt should be made 

to interest the student in the world in which he lives, and 

to equip him with the scientific method for interpreting 

that world/ 

The 1930 course of study used in Portland shows a ch 

change in the aims of biology teaching. At this time the 

purposes of biology is to "gain a better understanding of 

life in all it.s phases". Here it is stated that a better 

knowledge of food getting and reproduction, two of the 

strongest instincts in itfe, 5h ould bring not. onl pleasure 

because of the wonderful processes involved, but a truer 

appreciation of our closer relationships in life. 

In their "Biology and Human Je1fare Peabody and 

Hunt (13) believe th&t high school boys and girls find 

great interest and benefit in considering the applications 

of biology to human welfare. 

Thetäi*i b theourseDvbio1ogy according to an 

Oregon state course of study (1933-1935) should be to give 

the student an understanding and appreciation of living 

things as a whole, to serve as an introduction to the 

fundamental principles, characteristics, and problems of 

plant and anim&l life, to stress interrelations between 

different organisms and groups of organisms, especially 

the apr.lications to human activities and welfare, and to 

attempt. to srouse the irterests, curiosity, and enthusiasm 
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of the boy and girl in nature end cause these to carry 

over through life. 

Probably the latest most representative picture of 

the aims and objectives in the biology course is that 

given in the National Survey of Education on Instruction 

in Science (1932). 

1. Out of forty-five biology courses analyzed the follow- 

Ing objectives were stated: 

objectives of secondary education 2 
objectives of science In general 3 
objectives of specific courses 21 

2. With few exceptions the specialized courses contain a 

presentation of the subject matter organized in terms 

of the logical divisions of the particular field of 

knowledge with which they deal. This was especIally 

true of biology courses in which a large numberof ob- 

jectives referd to specIfic phases of biology. 

3. The large numher of items checked indicated the dis- 

agreement as to what the objectives should be. Follow- 

ing are listed the objeòtives1 stated with their fre- 

quency of mention noted. 

A. Knowledge u e n c 

1. To acquire knowledge whIch will 
produce a better understanding of 
our environment . . . ......... 12 

2. To cquire the knowledge necessary. 
to correôt. superstition and erron- 
eous beliefs. . . . . . ... . . . . . . 5 

3. To acquire a body of facts which 
will en .. able one to read scientific 
lïterature ................ 5 
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4. To acquire a knowledge of the fund- 
amentals of the subject ......... 9 

5. To acquire the knowledge necessary 
for future courses in science or 
to prepare for college. . . . . . . . .. 1 

6. To acquire knowledge which will 
function to secure the objectives 
stated in the bulletin on ardinal 
Principles of Secondary Education. . . .37 

B. Exploration Frequency 

1. To give the pupil a view of 
the fielcJ of science so that 
he may explore his interests, 
capacities, and abilit.ies ........ 

2. As a basis for the selection 
of avocation. . . . ... . 2 

3. To acquire new fields of in- 
tere s t . ............... . 2 

C. Abilities Frequency 

1. To develop the ability to think 
scienti1ca11y. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 

2. To develop the ability to use 
the scientific instruments 
common In the laboratory ........ 2 

3. To develop the power of ob- 
serva t i on ....... . . . ...... 4 

D. Attitudes 

1. To be open-minded. . . . . . . . . . . . i 

2. To develop attitudes of ap- 
preciation of 
a) The contributions of scientific 

me th od . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
b) The contributions of science to 

m an k md . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
c) The great men of science. . . . 6 
d) Extert judgment. .......... i 

e ) Natire . . . . . ...... . . . . . 14 
f) One's responsibility in the 

w o r i d ........... . . . 10 
g) Natural laws. . . . . .. . . ... 8 

E. Ideals and Habit.s Frequency 

i. To acquire Ideals or habits of 
eccuracy nersistence, honesty, 
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self control, truth, etc. . . 2 

F. Interests Feque 

1. To qoquire an interest in nature. . i., .1 

2. To acquire wholesome interests 
wTich may become employers of 
sapare time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3e 

These topics lited indicate the great differences in 

opinion as t-o what the aims of a biology course should be. 

'Since there is at present o conclusive method of 

evaluating the objectives set forth--one means of comparison 

of objectives is that of contrast with the recommendations 

of various authoritative committees such as those working 

with the National Educatio± Association, the National 

Society for the Study of Education and the North Central 

Association. These committee recommendations represent the 

consensus as to what the objectives should be. They are 

signIficant in tht they indicate what objectives are en- 

tertained, but'they are not necessarily the objectives 

which should be attained in the study of science--for ex- 

ample, of the 160 objectives examined, only 11 courses 

stated the objective, 'o acquire the knowledge necessary 

to correct superstition and erroneous beliefs'. According 

to the consensus this is only a minor objective in the 

teaching of scierce. It is really one of the most impor- 

tant ones." 

It will be noted from this survey of periodical liter 

ature and textbook prefaces that there are periodic changes 
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in the aims and objectives of biology teaching. Beginning 

with the period from 1890 to 1910 the writer will summarize 

these trends. 

First: 1E90-1910--teachers aimed (i) to have their 

students acquire much knowledge about many specimens, (?) 

to train their.students to verify authorities, and (3) to 

have their students observe closely in order to be able to 

differentiate clearly between species. 

Second: 1910-1920--teachers aimed (i) to make bio1oj 

a basic study from which the pupil could advance into a 

more specialized science e. g., botany, zoology, (2) create 

a realization of the constant evolutionary change in the 

world, and (3) get a better understanding of man. 

Third: 1920-1930--teachers aimed to (1) establish a 

mental attitude characteristic of a nature lover, and (2) 

arouse, foster, and establish interest in one's environment. 

Fourth: 1930-to date--teachers aimed to (1) secure 

control over nature, (2) develop a method of scientific 

thinking, (3) interest the student in his surroundings and 

give him the ability of interpreting these surroundings, 

(4) build up a background, and () make biology dynamic. 

Gradually we find biology aiming at a better under- 

standing of everyday life. The apnlication of the prin- 

ciples of biology to the welfare of man means more today 

than it did forty years ago. 
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TRENDS IN THE TEACHING 1TET-OD OF I0LOY IN HIGH SCHOOL 

To show the trends in the method of teaching biology 

a survey was made of oerlodical literature and prefaces of 

textbooks. In the following discussion the sme time per- 

lods set uc in the preceding section will be used. 

1900-1910 

In the oontn days of biology teaching instructors 

used pickled specimens and gave to the pupils the best 

information they themselves possessed. Textbooks were not 

the general rule, since there were only one or two in print 

before 1900, and only a few appered during the decade 

following 1900. 8Qm?times the teachr wehe fortunate 

e:ouCh to be able to make copies of lesson sheets which 

were in reality little more than skeleton outlines of the 

.iorhologica1 and hysiological characteristics of the 

specimen under consideration. Sorne teac ers felt that it 

was better to start the beginner with the elementory anat- 

omy and physiology of e vertebrate 9nimal than to start 

him with a simple organism involving the use of the mie- 

roscope, and allow him to work up to the more complex 

organisms. 

Parker (22), one of the first writers of academic 

biology textbooks, believed in compromising by beginning 

the work of the c1as with a comparative study of one of 



the higher plants (flowering plant or fern) sid one o± the 

higher anLa1s (rabbit, frog, or crayfish). If' conditionS 

were favorable this re1iminary work was extended and made 

to include a fairly comlete although eleìentary study of 

:flimal hysiology with a minimum of anatomical detail, and 

somewhat extensive study of flowerLng plants with special 

reference to their physiology and to their relationship 

with the rest of nature. Parker stated that "In any case, 

by the time this entroductory work is over, the student of 

average inteliinece ha overcome preliminary difficulties, 

and is redy to profit by the second and more systematic 

part of the course in which organisms are studied in the 

order of increasing, comlexity". 

1910-1920 

In this decade the demonstration or series of prob1es 

method is used quite to the exclusion of sny other. Hunter 

(12) in his textbook (1911) advocated the simplest method 

of demonstration. According to him, "plant physiology be- 

cause of the ease with which simple demonstrations could 

be made, WE3S more profitable ground foi' ceginners than was 

the physio10-,y of animalsT1. He applied the principles of 

hysio1oy to plants and anials, and finally to ian. He 

believed in a constant repetition of the "fundauenta1 truths' 

as a factor in successful science teachIng. In doing this 

he presented numbei of human interest problems to the 
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pupils. These were graaed in difficulty; each being de- 

termined by the one immediately precedthg it. The prob- 

lems were stated in the form of laboratory exercises or 

suggestions, the material for which was in the hands of 

the pupil or was worked out as a demonstration before the 

class. All these laboratory experiments demonstrated 

i:nportant principles of biology. The laboratory exercises 

preceded the textbook discussion. The latter was used to 

clenr up "false inferences" the pupil may have made from 

specimens or to "fix the object of the problem in the 

mind of the pupil". 

Aboit the. time of Calkin's (4) publication, 1917, 

there were various interpretations of subject matter. 

Some thought subject matter in biology should introduce 

the "essential structures and vital iìanjfestations of 

animals and plants; others tho :ght it should be a discuss- 

ion of hypotheses and principles of biology. Still otbrs 

thought it should be an encyclopaedia of facts of physiol- 

ogy, hygiene and ecology". With the first method, courses 

were based largely upon laboratory work. The principles 

were illustrated by examples taken at random from the 

entire animal or plant kingdom. 

As to method, Gruenberg (10), in 1919 "assumed the 

correlation of textbook with laboratory work, with field 

excursions, with special topic assignments, and with the 
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Etudy of musêum material". He indicated that there Wa 

lino best experiment, no one set of facts, no one type of 

5pecimeflto support a icrinciple.....aS to the sequence of 

tonics, since there was no end to the subject, one point 

was as good for beginning as any other'1. So f ar as pos- 

sible he would present structural details by means of:e- 

laborate descriptions. 
Twjss (28) in 1917 advocated beginning with problems 

involving the study of a type animal or plant, studying itc 

as a whole, studying it by parts, and finally making corn- 

pansons with other types. These comparisons he would 

carry far enough to ive a general idea of the plant or an- 

imal as a working machine or organism vith cooperating 

parts. 

Brownell and Wade (3) stated that biology could be 

taught as a series of problems, that the year's course in 

biology could be planned as a "group of well-defined units 

each centering in same feature of outstanding impo rtance 

likely to make an appeal to high school pupils". They ad- 

vised having the laboratory and classroom one and the same 

room, since many teaching o portunities were lost by mak- 

ing the artificial division of lecture and laboratory. 

The subject matter under discussion determined how the 

time was spent, whether with a c1as in individual ex- 

perirnentatlon in demonstrtjon experiments, in study or in 
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reeitaticn. "$tudies made 0±' the relative values Of jfl- 

structjnal proces.es in biology show 8uperiority for the 

lecture-demonstration method over individual laboratory work 

by pupils in techinp, the principles of biology. Lecture 

demonstrtion v:ork, when carried out, establiehes better 

idea-relationships, and what is learned is better remember- 

ed". Brownell and ?ade felt that in high school biology 

the value of a notebook depended largely upon the purposes 

and the persistency of an instructor. 

1920-1930 

This decade brings into popularity the project method 

of instruction. Smith (27) made an experimental investi- 

gation to ascertain the relative mnerit of the project meth- 

od and the traditional method of teaching senior high school 

general biology with respect to (1) pupil preference fox 

the method used, and (2) kn3wle ge of subject matter gained 

by the puoll. By project is ment "an appeling concrete 

problem, the solution cf which is planned and executed by 

the pupil". By traditional method is meant "a combination 

of the textbook, recitaticn and laboratory method". His 

Conclusions were th t, under conditions of his experiment, 

better results were secured under the traditional method 

than under the project method if the criterion be inprcve- 

ment scores derived from written tests administered immed- 

iately after the completion of a onth's work. Pupils 
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preferred the project method, at least so this study In- 

dicated. They thought t:ey le' . med more under tiat method 

though their tests soore did :ot Indicate such as the 

case. Smith believed that sorne method other than the 

exclusive use of the project muet be found to provide 

upil activity motivated by put il interest, although a Wise 

a1tenation of the project method with the traLitional 

method might be used. 

Accordine to the Portland course of study (5) for 

1927, biology should be ttin general, observational rather 

than interpretative, because a full comprehension of pro- 

cesses reciuires a broader knowledge and experience". Sub- 

ject matter should be selected according to the prepara- 

ticn of the teacher a nd the se . son In which it can be seour- 

ed. An attempt should be made to watch living plants and 

animals. In the larger schools, where there is a room 

provided for the laboratory as well as for the recitation, 

specimens may be taken care of by the students as a part of 

their laboratory work. 

In the course of study for Washington, 1930, (30) was 

the statement that tt0bservations, projects, experiments, 

excursions, individual reports, textbk assignments, quizzes 

and conferences, offr n varied choice of metJ)ds of work". 

biere se most frequently in other school systems the method 

to be emûloyed was 1et to the discretion of the teacher. 

A questionnaire study, sent out by Hunter (13) In 1922 
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to deterìne the tuethod uscd in bio1oy best liked by the 

Student, revealed that of the following--(1) experiment or 

laboratory work done by thems1ves, (2) demonstration or 

expriiiients perfored by the teacher, (3) fIeld or vuseurn 

trips, (4) class discussions on assigned lesEons, and (5) 

reference or outside reading--that the excursion method was 

first choice with experiments or laboratory work done by 

themselves and class discussins on assigned lessons taking 

$ecOnd and third places resectively. The girls preferred 

the excursion. The boys were interested in experimentation. 

From the Holt study it would seem that the project 

laboratory method held precedence over experimental, demon- 

strstion, field and survey methods. 

1930-1935 

ìIore recently we find the unit structure in both com- 

oilation of' textbooks and laboratory manuals. In Hunter's 

textbook, 1931, the "unit is introduced by a number of sur- 

vey questions intended to interest the roup in the work 

which follows nd to give the teacher an opportunity to 

find out what 'apperceptive mass' exests in the minds of 

the pupi1s'. A preview is used both a an organizing and 

as a motivating device. Problems are introduced by labora- 

tory exercises or demonstrtions with opportunity "for in- 

dividual work where it is practical". Outline summaries, 

attainment tests, individual check-ups on answers to the 
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survey cues tion , and Eelf-testing exerc tses provide opor- 

tunitleE :or oupil organization Of the unit. 

The Idaho course of st dy, 1933, (15) for high schools 

Suggests arousing the pupil's interest by a general dis- 

cussion, determining the pupil's hiefixitère2ts, andde- 

veloping the unit along this line. ThiE is quite a radical 

departure from ivany of the present practices which seldom 

take into consideration the pupil's interest except as a 

basis for extra work. 

Peabody and Hunt (23) state that t1a course in biologi- 

cal science which does not include a considerable amount of 

individual laboratory work and classroom demonstration is 

a misnomerU. They insert lists of questions and aplica- 

tions in their textbook to assist the student in emphasiz- 

ing and fixing, in his mind the high points of each problem. 

In some schools, where facilities are limited and the 

classes are fairly large, demonstration lessons are given 

in place the usual laboratory work. Either the student 

or the teacher prepares the demonstration for the entire 

class. The more difficult units are given to the brighter 
Students. 

It has been said that even Einstein sits at demonstra- 

tions to get information more redil: and precisely than he 

could acquire it by experimentation. This is still an em- 

bryo ossibility in biology sirce most of our work has been 

and still is descriotive, for which charts and models do 
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quite .dequate1y. Experimental biology is a more recent 

develorment. 

In the couse of study for the high schools of the 

state of Oregon (1933-1935) we find such methods listed as 

purposeful field, laborator:, and problem work. Emphasis 

is placed on bringing nature to the laboratory. An abun- 

dance of illustrative material is used, and individual 

collections and project s are encouraged. 

From this survey of teaching met:od it would seem 

evident that there has been considerable change in the ineth- 

od of teaching biology, end that certain methods are mark- 

odly characteristic of certain period2. 

First: The picklef specimen period, 1900-1910, during 

which period the instruction was given by individual lab- 

Oratory work; there were many long hours over alcohol pre- 

served specimens. 

Second: The demonstrotion, or series of problems per- 

iod, 1910-1920, of wnich the organization and presentation 

of material sugçested by Hunter is typical. 

Third: The project method, introduction of expermint- 

1 method period, 1920-1930, during which time student mit- 

ictive is encouraged. 

Fourth: Unit planning of courses including textbook 

and laboratory work, period, 1930-35. In this period the 

attept is still to individualize instructiòn. 
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No one 0±' these methods was used. exelu6ively in any 

ne period. There were many combinations of methods used. 

The method In use in one period might still be in use in 

the following period, though temporarily another method had 

preference. The innovation of a method often absorbed the 

attention of biology instructors for a period and than fell 

into disuse. in which event, one of the more traditional 

methods w.s revived. 

There is a decided trend toward practicability of 

method. Definite objectives are set up for each unit, and 

an endeavor is made to see that the student i assisted in 

adapting the information he gains to his own life problems. 
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TRENDS'IN TEE CONTENT OF HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY 

In the early pBrt of this chapter a section is devoted 

to a discussion of the trends in the aims in teaching biol- 

ogy, and one to the trends in the teac}.ing meth . od of biol- 

ogy. The former tells why biology is a subject in the h1 

school, the latter bow it has been and is being taught: 

neither reve&led, except indirectly, what topics were in- 

cluded as2a part of the biology course. To determine thet 

trends in the content of high school biology a topical an- 

alysis was made of 15 high school textbooks. This section 

interprets the findings of the analysis in three ways: 

first, by st&ting the relative emphasis given each topic 

within successive periods; second, by comparing the em- 

nhasis given the same topic In various periods; and third, 

by indicating the apparent general trends throughout the 

scopeof this study (1889-1933). 

standard list of topics' was constructed and logic- 

ally arranged thîen used as the basis of this analysis. 

These topics, listed on the master summary chart (see ap- 

pendix) often Included related subject matter. For in- 

stance, animal morpho1ogy and "animai physIo1ogy were 

not 1i ted as two topics but were put under the heading 

t'anima] life". The topics are fairly wide in their scope, 

yet, for the purpose of obtaining the trends, It *as felt 

1omplle with the aid of Dr.. Sanbon.Ass. Prof. Bot,OSC. 
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that they were sufficiently delimited. 

The following underlined headings are those used as 

topics on the chart (see appendix, chart I). Accompanying 

each is an explanation of the related topics classified 

under the same heading. 

1. animal life--morphology and physiology of animals (man 
was not included in this div- 
isbn). 

2. Plant, life--morDhology and nhysbology of plants. 

3. Evolutionary development--evolution as a theory, breed- 
ing, embryology, and heredity. 

a) Gegphical distribution--location of species 
b) Eog--plants and animals in relation to their 

enviÍonment 

4. Economic biology 
a3 General economic biology--disease and control, in- 

sect control, bird protection, 
. 

conservation of natural re 
sources. 

b Benefits to man--food, clothing, drugs, dyes, fuel, 
lumber. 

5. Human life 
a) Human boy--morphology and physiology of the human 

structure. 
b) Habits--hygiene, health, instinctive reactions. 

6. Classification--naming and grouping of plants and an- - 
imals according to a scienti- 
fically accepted system of 
nomenclature. 

'7. Civic biology-- any indication of municipal or govern- 
ment control of a problem 
of biological interest, e.g., 
sanitation, immunity. 

8. Genera]. considerations 
a) Introduction--those introductory pages whieb made 

some attempt to orient an in- 
dividual to the study of 
biology. 

b) Interderendence f plants and animals--any detailed 
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presentation of the relation- 
ship between plant, animal, 
or man--dependence of organ- 
isms, common problems of 
life. 

c) Chemistry of biologydeil functions, protoplasm-- 
chemical content and functn 
or any function carried on by 
a living organism which in- 
volves as chemical terminol- 
ogy. 

d) Historical biology--biological sketches. 

9. Suggestions for teachers or students-- 
a) Review questions and references 
b) Preparation of material 
e) Glossary 

10. iscellaneous--pages which did not fit into one of the 
above classifications and 
were not classed as impor- 
tant enough to merit a sep- 

arate classification. 

Emphasis in s biology textbook is frequently a result 

of the author's personal opinion as to the importance of 

various rhases of the science. To minimize this fctor and 

to mse tJ-e discussion . f topic emphasis more representative 

than it would be to quote individual authors, an average 

oercentag of book material devoted to each topic by sev- 

eral authors within a period was taken as the figure from 

which tu e interpretations were made. These periods were 

arranged aceofding to the natural grouping of the books 

as 1900-1910, 1910-1920, 1920-1930, and 1930-1935. 

1900-1910 

The results of this investigation for the first period 

of the analysis (l9U0-19l0), presented in Table I, dow, 



TABLE I 

RELAT IVE EMPHAS IS GIVEN TOP ICS 
THE DECADE 1900-1910 

Nurnber Topic Percentage of 
book nateria1 

J. animal life 51.7' 

2 plant life 38.3 

3 chemIstry o f bio1oy 4.1 

4 teacher-ugest1ona 3.5 

5 evolutionary development 1.0 

6 historical biography .6 

7 eographica1 distribution .3 

8 economic biology .3 

9 ecology .2 

100.0 
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when the topics are classified according to relative em- 

phasis, that the topics of plant and animal life are of 

primary importance. These two topics absorb 90 per cent 
of all the book material. The remaining 10 per cent is 

distributed over topics which can be classified under 

seven headings: namely: chemistry of biology (4 per cent), 
teacher-suggestions (3.5 per cent,), evolution.ar develop- 

ment (1.0 per cent), geographical distribution (0.3 per 

cent.), economic biology (0.3 per cent ), and ecology 

(0.2 per cent). 
A biology course in tis period was a study of plants 

and anixnals ßhemistry was interwoven with the explana- 

tions of the vital processes of rotop1asm. Teacter-sug- 

gestions, at this early date, meant a chpter of directions 
for t1e preparation of material to be used in lecture 
demonstrations. Since most of the studying was done with 

preserved specimens the geographical distribution and ecol- 
ogical aspects of plant end animals were incidental consid- 

erations. The theory of evolutionary development was new 

and dealt with hypothetical exp1antions of the origin of 

the species. In the next period, 1910-1920, there were 

several chnges in subject matter emphasis which were oth 

interesting and significant. 

19 10-1920 
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TABLE II 

RI:'LATIVE EMPHASIS GIVEN TOPICS IN 
THE DECADE 1910-1920 

Number Topic Percentage of 
- book material 

1 animal life 23,1 

2 plant life 17.0 

3 evolutionary development 10.3 

4 human body 8.2 

s benefits to man 7.7 

6 chemistry of bio1oy 6.6 

7 economic biology 5.7 

8 classification 5.4 

9 habits 5.1 

10 ecology 3.6 

11 interdependence of 3.0 
planta and animals 

12 introduction 1.6 

13 teacher-suggestions 1.1 

14 civic biology .9 
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The result.s of this ana1sis, c1ssified according to 

the relative emPhasis given tonics In the decade 1910-1920, 

i sbown in Table L. The topics of animal and plant life 

in this second period occupied only 40 per cent of the 

book material as compared with 90 per cent in the first 

period. ivo1utionsry development. was one tenth of all 

tonic discusiön. The emphasis was quite evenly distrib- 

uted on the next topics: studj of the human body, 8.2 per 

cent, benefits to man, 7.7 per cent; chemistry of bio1oy, 

6.6 ner cent; economic biclogy, 5.7 per cent; c1assifica 

tion, 5.4 per cent.; and habits, 5.1 per cent. The emphass 

on economic biology was increasing rapidly; it gained 5.4 

oer cent in the time elapsing from the first. date of this 

investigation, 1889 to 1920. Ecology and Interdependence 

of plsnt.s arid animals each represented 3.0 per cent of the 

topical discussions. Introductory paragraphs or chapters 

were Included in this decede, which indicated ari attempt 

to orient the tudent to the study of biology. Civic 

biology, not found in the analysis from 1889 to 1910, was 

included as u tonic in the decade from 1910-1920. The 

ftöt that 10 per cent of the subject matter dealt with 

topics classified under the heading of evolutionary develq- 

ment Indicated what the trend of the decade was. 

Table ill shows the relative emphasis given topics in 

the decade 1920-1930. Animal life received one third the 
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RELATIVE ELPHASIS GIVEN TOPICS IN 
THE DECADE 1920-1930 

Number To1c Percente 01' 

book material 

i animal life 18.0 

2 plant life 13.3 

3 human body 11.0 

4 economic biology 10.0 

5 evolutionary development 9.0 

6 benefits to man 8.2 

7 teacher-sugeetions 5.3 

8 chemistry of biology 5.2 

9 habits 5.0 

10 Introduction 3.0 

11 interdependence of 2.3 
plants and animals 

12 ecology 2.0 

13 classification 2.0 

14 geographical distribution 2.0 

15 civic biology 1.1 

16 historical biology 2.0 

100.0 
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emphasis that it did In 1900. The same wes true of plant 

life. The study of the bumn body, ranked third in order 

of importance, received more attention now then it bad 

ever before. Economic biology occurred fourth, 10.0 per 

cent; evohtionary development was fifth, 9.0 per cent. 

The emphasis on economic biology was advancing steadily. 

Benefits to rrmn, which is closely related to the topic of 

general economic iology gave evidence of parallel increase 

in emphasis with that of thelatter. 

The trend of topic emphasis was toward economic and 

human welfare phases of biology. Only 2 or 3 per cent 

more sp ce was devoted to plant and animal life than to 

either economic biology or benefits to man. The study of 

the human body and the toric of evolutionary development 

were both in the upper third of the list. Teacher-sugges- 

tians and chemistry of biology occurred half way down the 

list. A new realm of thought was originated when the sub- 

iect of habits was introduced into the biology course. 

This toric led above relationships between animals and 

plants, their interdependence and their common problems 

of living which found a more substantial position in topic 

discussion during this period, 1920-1930, than heretofore. 

Since classification was considered only a means of ar- 

ranging material to make the relationships between species 

more apparent, it received minor stress. Biogrphica1 
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TABLE IV 

RELATIVE IMPHASIS GIVEN TOPICS 
THE PERIOD 1930-1935 

Number Topic Percentage of 
book material 

i animal life 19.9 

2 plant life 15.5 

3 economic biology 10.3 

4 human body 7.6 

5 teacher-suggestions 7.1 

6 benefits to man 7.0 

7 evolutionary development 7.0 

8 ecology 5.0 

9 habits 4.1 

10 interdependence of 3.2 
plants and animals 

il chemistry of biology 3.1 

12 classificatIon 2.2 

13 introduction 2.1 

14 geographical distribution 1.6 

15 historical biology 1.5 

16 civic biology 1.4 

100.0 
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sketches of famous biologists were frequently inserted into 

the content of biology in conjunction with their experimei 

tal work or theories. Civic biology was little more than 

metitioned. The application of biological theory to the 

welfare of man on a governmental or community scale was a 

yet quite distant. 

elative emphasis given topiesin the period from 1930 

to 1933 is shown in Table IV. Plant and animal topics are 

emphasized about as they were in the third period (l920-1. 

Economic biology and the study of the human body have ex- 

changed their rank in order of importance from that of the 

preceding period. The emphasis on the following three 

topics--teacher-suggestions,bbenefits to man, and evolu- 

tionary development--is about equal. A fractional differ- 

ence lists them in this order. So far there is no out- 

standing difference in the topic emphasis of this period 

and that of the preceding period. Introduction and the 

chemistry of biology are ranked three items lower in this 

period, 1930-1933, than they were In the preceding period. 

This period is scarcely far enough removed from the 

preceding one to note any greqt difference in topic empha- 

sis. It was included mainly to show that In even this shrt 

space of time there Is a slight shift in emphasis. 

During this analysis, it was evident that there had 

been periodic differences in the emphasis given various 



TABLE V 

PEFIOD EMPHASIS OF BIOLOGY TOPICS 
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Topics in order 1889-jÖ 1910-1920 1920-1930 1930-33 
of introduction 

Animal life 51.60 23.1 18.2 19.9 

Plant life 38.3 17.0 13.4 15.5 

Chemistry 4.1 6.6 5.3 3.1 

C1asiftcation ---- 5.5 2.0 2.2 

Evolutionary 0.9 10.4 9.1 6.8 
development 
Huuian body ---- 8.3 10.9 7.6 

Benefits to an ---- 7.8 8.3 7.1 

Interdependence of--- 3.0 2.4 3.3 
tlants and animals 
fabits ---- 5.2 4.9 4.2 

Economic biology 0.2 5.7 9.9 10.3 

Ecology 0.1 3.7 2.1 5.9 

Introduction ---- 1.7 3.1 2.2 

Geographical 0.3 ---- 2.0 1.7 
distribution 
Civic biology ---- 0.9 1.1 1.6 

Historical 0.5 ---- 1.9 1.7 
biology 
Teacher- 4.0 1.1 5.4 7.2 
Sugges t ions 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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topics. Table V, recOrding the period emphasis of biology 

topics, indicates that biology In the first period (1889- 

1910) was primarily a study of plants and animals. There 

were only 9 other headings under which material offered in 

the biology course at this time could be classified. Only 

six topics remain after eliminating plants, animals, and 

teacher-suggestions, and these are chemistry of biology, 

evolutionary development, economic biology, ecology, geog- 

raphical distribution, and historical biography, which were 

emphasized in this order. 

In the decade 1910-1920, the second period of this 

analysis, Table V shows that the emphasis on plants and ar 

imals dropped 50 per cent from what it was in the first 

period. The study of biology embraced more topics, many 

of which were not mentioned in the first period, such as 

habits, interdependence of plants and animals, benefits to 

man, and the study of the human body. Some topics, which 

were included in the first period, were emphasized more in 

this second period. For instance, the topic evolutionary 

development, tabulated 0.9 per cent in the first period and 

10.4 per cent in the second period pictures oneoof the sig- 

nificant changes that took place during this decade (1910- 

1920). Ecology and general economic biology made better 

than a 3 per cent increase over the first two periods in 

space devoted to biology topics. 

By the third period, the decade from 1920 to 1930, 
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emphasis on plant and animal studies had decreased approx- 

imately 5 ner cent. Economic biology had increased 5 per 

cent. Evolutionary development reveals a slight loss in 

emphasis, while on the other hand the results of this ana- 

lysis showed that the study of the human boy reached its 

high point--lO.9 per cent. 

In the fourth period, 1930 to 1933, Table V shows no 

great increase or decrease in emphasis of the various topics. 

Both plant and animal topics showed a slight increase. 

Chemist.ry of biology and evolutionary develonment showed 

a small decrease. The study of the human body was of less 

importence In t.T e fourth period than in the third, while 

t'ne study of economic biology was stressed more. This gatn 

was not great; yet, in view of the fact that the stress on 

economic biology had steadily become heavier since its 

introduction into the course of biology, it is worth notir. 

Interdependence of plants and animals was stressed more 

in the fourth riod than in any of the preceding periods. 

Teachers of biology were endeavoring to make the study of 

biology as natural as possible, to see that the pupil 

had an onportunity to tbring nature to the 1aboratory'. 

Plants and animals were being studied in relation to their 

env ironmen t. 

These periodic dhanges in topic emphasis, when taken 

as a whole, give a pict.ure of the general trends in the 

content of high school biology. Approcahing the analysis 
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TABLE VI 

RELATIVE EMPHASIS OF TOPICS FOR THE 
SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 

1889-1933 

Topics Percexitage of material 
in 15 books 

Animal life 28.4 

Plant life 21.2 

Evolutionary development 6.8 

Human body 6.7 

General economic biology 6.5 

Benefits to man 5.7 

Chemistry of biology 4.7 

Habits 3.7 

Teacher-suggestions 3.6 

Ecology 2.7 

Classification 2.6 

Interdependence of plants and animals 2.4 

Introduction 1.7 

Historical biology 1.2 

Georaphica1 d.istribution 1.2 

Civic bio1oy 0.9 

Total 100.0 



from this standpoLnt, it is interesting to note (see master 

summary chart - aprendix) that the scope of biology has ex- 

tended considerably over this period of 44 years (l8S9-l9). 

Biology purnorts to become more economic. Human welfare is 

of primary importance. These topics which seem to lose 

ground over a period of time are the ones most closely as- 

sociated with t're more formal phases of biology. Classif- 

ication of specimens is one of these topics. The emnhasis 

on plants or animal is becoming less. Plants and animals 

are used now more to explain principles offfunctions common 

t.o al life and to emphasize thestudy of man. They are not 

dissected and studied solely for their own merit. 

More introductory material is found in textbooks now 

than formerly. Historic biographical sketches are fre- 

quently in the book material. The emphasis of evolutionary 

development topics reached its maximum during the decade 

1910-1920. The study of the human body, benefits to man, 

habits and interdependence of plants and animals have been 

emphasized consistently since their introduction tito the 

biology course. Geographical distribtuion, civic biology, 

and historic biographies are beginning to find a place in 

the high school biology. 

The relative emphasis each topic received over a per- 

iod of 44 years, the scope of this study, l8S9-193, is 

shown In Table VI. Plant, and animal life accounted for 50 
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per cent of the entire study of general biology. Evolution- 

ary development, the study of the human body, economic biol- 

ogy, and benefits to men were practically equal in the arno 

amount of emphasis they received. These four topics denod 

bbout one fourth of the materiel in a biology course. The 

chernstry of biology, habits, and teacher-suggestions were 

next in this list of importence. Ecology, classification, 

and interdependence each occupied 2 per cent of the topic 

materiel. Introductions , historical biographies, geogra- 

phicel distribttion, and civic biology were not included in 

all the textbooks anelyzed, et over the range of this 

study they average about 5 r cent of the tanise. 

It is evident from this general survey of topic con- 

tnt in biology that there has be' 

of the investigation a continuous 

is taught but als in and wby 

following chapter the writer will 

findings and draw the conclusions 

the basis of this study. 

n throughout the period 

change not only in what 

it, is taught. In the 

attempt to summarize her 

which seem logical upon 



Chapter IV 

SUMLARY AND CONCLUS IONS 

The analysis made in Chapter III has revealed nany 

trends in the teaching of bio1oy in tïe high school. It. 

is the puroose of this chaater to summarize the findings of 

this study and to drw conclusions based upon them. 

SUMMARY 

This research problem had for its purpose the study of 

the trends in the teaching of biology in the high school. 

A survey was made of periodical literature and prefaces of 

textbooks to trends in aims and method of 

biology textbooks to determine the trends in the course of 

study content, since textbooks were decided upon as the 

most accurte representation of study content. The results 

of this survey and analysis are discussed under the three 

hedings: (1) aims and objectives, (2) method, (3) con- 

tent of study material. 

The results of this study indicate that the aim of 

biology teaching has changed from that of being mainly an 

acquisition of encyclopaedIc facts, or a training of the 

pupil to verify the results obtained by authorities, to a 

recognition of the continuous changes goIng on in tbe 

world about him. Now, developing a scientific method of 

thinking which will make the iupi1's life more dynamic by 
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enabling him to control nature, and to create an interest 

in and an ability to interpret his surroundings are the 

chief airas of biology teaching. 

This survey indicated that from the er1y "pickled 

specimen" method of teaching biology there was a change to 

the demonstrtion, or a seri e of problems, which was used 

as the ehic1e for getting across" the principles of biol- 

ogy. The project method soon followed, which in turn led to 

the introduction of the experimental method. More recently 

the unit method, used in conjunction With the laboratory 

method has found popularity. 

widely used. 

This met!Tiod. is still the most 

Considering the results of the textbo3k analysis it 
Seems evident that the course of study content, too, has 

been influenced by the forces of change. Topics included 

in the biology course are becoming more utilitarian. The 

economic phaees of biology are obtaining a hold in our pres- 

cnt dsy teaching. Instead of making an attempt to treat the 

sciences of botany, zoology, and human physiology within 

the short space of one yer, an effort is being ruade to 

amalgamate: the discussion of similar fundamental processes 

in all three, plants, animals, and man, and to offer a very 

general course. This course relates itself more closely to 

the everyday problems of living. 



COTCLUSIONS 

1. The teaching of bIology in high school is becoming more 

than a matter of knowledge absorption. 

2. The teaching of bilogy is including more than training 

in the manipulation of scientific techniques. 

3. Biolgy teachers are attempting to ttarouse, foster and 

establish't an Interest in one's own environment. 

4. Biology tesehers are endeavoring to develop a method of 

scientific thinking, through the application of which 

interoretations of environmental phenomena may be made. 

5. Biology as a study is aiuiing at a better understanding 

of everyday life problems. 

6. The welfre of man is becoming the primary purose for 

the study of biology. 

7. The practice of spending long hours in the dissection 

of preserved specimens to the exclusion of any con- 

siderations of local or fresh materials Is passing. 

8. Leisure time activity is becomIng a more important con- 

sideration in the teaching of biology. 

9. Instruction in biology is being individualized; the 

project-problem and unit methods are very poular. 

10. An effort is being made to utilize the student's past 

experiences in adapting the plan of instruction to 

each individual. 

' 11. There is an incréasing tendency to include biographical 



sketches in textbooks of biology. 

12. Emphasis in the topical study of Biology is placed at 

present more uon the similarities than dissimilarities 

in structure and function of organisms. 

13. There is a tendency to nake biology a general study of 

life rather than a perusal of botanical, zoological 

and Dhysological studies. 

14. There is a tendency to extend the scope of biology to 

include many topics not closely related to plant and 

animal life. 
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CHART I 

SUMMARY CHART SHOVTINC THE RELATIVE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOPIC EMPHASIS IN FIFTEEN HIGH SCHOOL TEXTOOKS 

Textbook i 2 3 4 5 

Date of publication 1889 1889 1894 1901 1911 
Total pages in book 482 353 409 461 23 

Animal life 73,1 40.5 55.2 38.2 0.2 
Plant life 22.6 42.5 35.0 53.4 27.9 

Chemistry 1.1 12.5 3.1 1.9 
C1asificat1on ---------------- 2.3 
Evolutionary ------------ 3.5 
devel oprnent 
Human body ---------------- 13.6 

Benefits to man ---------------- 9.2 

Interdependence of ---------------- 3.7 
plants and animals 
Habite ---------------- 1.5 

Economie biology ------------ 0.9 

Eco1oy 

Introduction 2.5 -------- 0.9 
Civic biology ---------------- 2.8 
Historical biology 

Teacher-suggestions 3.2 ---- 7.4 
Geograohical 1.0 
dis tribut ion 
Miscellanuous ---- 1.0 2.4 1.0 1.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 



CHART I cont. 

MASTER SUMMARY CHART SHOWING THE RELATIVE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOPIC EHASIS IN FIFTEEN HIGH CHDOL TEXTBOOKS 

Textbook 6 7 8 9 10 

Date of pub11ction 1917 1919 1924 1925 1926 
Total pages In book 238 514 461 620 542 

Animal life 34.0 5.0 21.2 3.2 22.0 

Plant life 15.0 8.0 21.1 4.8 8.0 

Chemistry 12.0 6.1 6.5 3.5 8.0 

Classification 11.0 3.0 ---- 7.0 1.2 

Evolutionary 15.0 16.1 16.1 10.7 11.1 
development 
Human body ---- 11.5 13.5 13.0 

Benefits to uìan ---- 13.9 12.9 9.7 1.9 

Interdependence of 2.0 3.6 3.1 3.4 1.8 
plante and animals 
Habits ---- 11.5 ---- 6.7 7.6 

Economic biology 5.0 12.5 15.0 16.0 

Ecology 1.0 5.5 2.4 4.0 

Introduction 2.0 1.9 1.5 3.4 5.6 

Civic bio1oy ------------ 6.3 

Hietorical biology -------- 1.3 ---- 1.8 

Teaeher-sugetions 3.0 2.3 10.2 2.0 

Geographical ---------------- 9.0 
dis tribu tion 
Miscellanuous ---- 1.4 0.5 0.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 



CHART I cont. 

MASTER SUMMARY CHkrT SHOWING THE RELATIVE PERCENTAGE 
OF TOPIC EMPHASIS IN FIFTEEN HIC-H SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS 

Textbook 11 12 13 14 15 

Date of publicatIon 1926 1929 1932 1933 1933 
Total pages in book 634 746 695 741 625 

Animal life 24.2 19.6 16.4 23.0 20.3 

Plant life 17.0 15.7 12.2 19.0 15.3 

Chemistry 4.7 3.5 1.4 4.0 5.2 

Classification 1.0 0.7 5.7 0.7 1.6 

Evolutionary 2.4 5.0 7.0 8.0 5.6 
development 
Human body 12.7 13.0 2.9 12.0 8.1 

Benefits to man 7.0 9.7 3.5 7.0 10.4 

Interdependence of 0.6 3.0 6.3 2.0 2.8 
plants and animals 
Habits 2.7 6.8 7.9 3.0 1.4 

Econonic biology 18.0 7.0 8.5 12.0 10.5 

Ecology 1.5 2.2 7.8 1.0 5.6 

Introduction 0.8 3.4 4.8 0.3 2.7 

Civic biology 1.2 2.2 2.1 1.0 1.4 

Historical biology 2.2 4.2 1.4 2.0 1.4 

Teacher-suggestions 3.2 9.0 9.2 7.0 6.3 

Geographical 0.8 2.9 1.0 1.4 
distribution 
Miscellanuous ------------- 1.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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